1997 cadillac deville air conditioning problems

Problems with an air conditioning system can be time consuming and costly to fix in a vehicle.
Save some time and money by trying to troubleshoot the air conditioning problems on your
own. Learn how to diagnose these problems in a Cadillac Escalade and possibly avoid a trip to
the dealer. Listen for the blower motor first. If working properly, the noise of the blower motor
will increase when the air is turned to high and decrease when it is turned to low. Find the
blower motor in a Cadillac Escalade by removing the trim panel directly below the glove box.
The blower motor is a black piece with a white colander-looking piece attached. Find the
retaining tab and push it down while turning the blower motor counter-clockwise to remove.
Adjust the temperature controls to make sure they are working correctly. The dials should have
the proper amount of resistance. If these are not working correctly, it may be a fuse problem.
Locate the fuse box by opening the driver's side door and prying off the panel near the steering
wheel with a screwdriver. Remove the effuse with the fuse extractor mounted to the fuse box
door. Escalade models newer than models will have extra fuses in the door as well. The fuse in
an Escalade that controls the AC is number Check to make sure the dome lights and graphics
display are working properly. If they are not, then it may be a control panel problem. Remove
the entire trim plate on the dashboard by easing it out with a screwdriver one edge at a time.
Unscrew the control panel and gently ease it out before unplugging the electrical connection.
Touch the control cables to make sure they are regulating the temperature correctly. Find them
while the control panel is removed. One should be warm to the touch and one should be cool to
the touch. If they are both warm, then this is the problem. This article was written by a
professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in
efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or
ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 1 Listen for the blower
motor first. Step 2 Find the blower motor in a Cadillac Escalade by removing the trim panel
directly below the glove box. Step 3 Adjust the temperature controls to make sure they are
working correctly. Step 4 Locate the fuse box by opening the driver's side door and prying off
the panel near the steering wheel with a screwdriver. Step 5 Check to make sure the dome lights
and graphics display are working properly. Step 6 Remove the entire trim plate on the
dashboard by easing it out with a screwdriver one edge at a time. Things You'll Need
Screwdriver. Cadillac Deville owners have reported 6 problems related to air conditioner under
the equipment category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check
out the statistics and reliability analysis of Cadillac Deville based on all problems reported for
the Deville. Consumer states air conditioning wasn't cooling. Dealer found compressor had
failed. Consumer is concerned that compressor failed with only 26, miles on vehicle. See all
problems of the Cadillac Deville. No summary listed for above vehicle. I leased this car in
January of This year I purchased the car. Before the warranty expired, I took my car in for an oil
change and asked that the car be given an overall inspection because of the pending expiration
of the warranty. I was told everything was ok. The weather began to warn up and notice
something was wrong with the air. I took the car back to the dealer and was told that the
compessor was gone. I called general motors in detroit. They told me I would have to work
something out with the dealer. I got a second opinion from grammers automotive repair they
told me the compressor had to be replaced. They suggested that I go back to the dealer. That I
would probably get a better replacement price from them. After they replaced the compressor, I
have found three other owners of Cadillacs will fail compressors that occurred shortly after the
warranties had expired. I contacted delphi automotive systems, the maker of the compressor.
The letter was sent certified in June. I don't understand why these compressors are failing in
cars in which the warranties have just expired. I wad told at cadilac of memphis that things like
this just happen. I was told that some stange things go on in that service department at Cadillac
of memphis. They are the only Cadillac dealer in this area. Your attention regarding this matter
is greatly appreciated. Air conditioner compressor failed, "new" freon escaped into passenger
compartment, causing driver me to inhale gas, had heart arithmia and loss of oxygen in blood
stream, passed out, was taken to hospital and placed in cardiac care unit for three days until it
was proven I had not had stroke or heart attack. Lost three weeks of work. Dangerous situation!.
Car Problems. Air Conditioner problem of the Cadillac Deville 1. Air Conditioner problem of the
Cadillac Deville 2. Air Conditioner problem of the Cadillac Deville 3. Air Conditioner problem of
the Cadillac Deville 4. Air Conditioner problem of the Cadillac Deville 5. Air Conditioner problem
of the Cadillac Deville 6. Other Common Equipment related problems of Cadillac Deville.
Problem Category Number of Problems Equipment problems Equipment problems. Mechanical
Jack problems. Electrical Jack problems. Electrical Equipment problems. Wrecker And Wheel
Lift Devices problems. Anti-theft Devices problems. Table 1 shows four common equipment
related problems of the Cadillac Deville. The number one most common problem is related to
the air conditioner four problems. The second most common problem is related to the

mechanical jack three problems. Consumer states air conditioning wasn't cooling. Dealer found
compressor had failed. Consumer is concerned that compressor failed with only 26, miles on
vehicle. Read details This is a copy of an email I sent to Cadillac. Cadillac did respond, however,
they are not pursuing this issue any further. I had a very disturbing experience this past
Saturday evening, February 15, My wife and myself went out for dinner and the right front tire
went flat. Driver's information center dic module failed. Car Problems. Table 1. Equipment
related problems of Cadillac Deville. The Air Conditioner problem Consumer states air
conditioning wasn't cooling. The Electrical Equipment problem Driver's information center dic
module failed. Air Conditioner problems. Mechanical Jack problems. Electrical Equipment
problems. Equipment problems. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any
duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Consumer states air conditioning
wasn't cooling. Dealer found compressor had failed. Consumer is concerned that compressor
failed with only 26, miles on vehicle. I leased this car in January of This year I purchased the
car. Before the warranty expired, I took my car in for an oil change and asked that the car be
given an overall inspection because of the pending expiration of the warranty. I was told
everything was ok. The weather began to warn up and notice something was wrong with the air.
I took the car back to the dealer and was told that the compessor was gone. I called General
Motors in detroit. They told me I would have to work something out with the dealer. I got a
second opinion from grammers automotive repair they told me the compressor had to be
replaced. They suggested that I go back to the dealer. That I would probably get a better
replacement price from them. After they replaced the compressor, I have found three other
owners of Cadillac will fail compressors that occurred shortly after the warranties had expired. I
contacted delphi automotive systems, the maker of the compressor. The letter was sent
certified in June. I don't understand why these compressors are failing in cars in which the
warranties have just expired. I wad told at cadilac of memphis that things like this just happen. I
was told that some stange things go on in that service department at Cadillac of memphis. They
are the only Cadillac dealer in this area. Your attention regarding this matter is greatly
appreciated. Search CarComplaints. Air condition compressor failed. Not what you are looking
for? Search for something else:. Press HI fan speed to clear codes. The compressor will reset
after the system is full of refrigerant here is a guide to help you. Was this answer. Compressor
was noisy and had a burnt bearing smell. Clearly there was a problem with compressor and it
was changed. Morning after I took car home I heard a soft hiss under the dash and then a soft
"pop" and a cloud of freon? Come up from the right side of the engine hood was open to jump
car. Took car back and was told I had an evaporator leak. Called another mechanic who said
system should've been leak tested before compressor work was done. Said he always does this
as compressor went out for a reason and no sense replacing compressor if there's a bigger
problem, etc. I told my mechanic this and he said he couldn't leak test system with shot
compressor. I think he could've - but I don't know. Generally when you charge a system, and
especially when you replace a part. You "suck it down" , meaning you attach a vacuum pump to
the system. And let it sit there. This does two things, It helps to remove any moisture, as water
will boil at lower temps when it's in a vacuum, think of the reverse of a pressure cooker, where
water doesn't boil because it's under pressure. Second, if there is a big leak you will notice it,
and if you leave the system in a state of vacuum with a gauge on it, you can even detect small
leaks, if you leave the gauges on it long enough. Saying that. Putting the system in a vacuum is
very mild pressure about 32 inHg compared to what happens on the high side when the
compressor is running about psi So it is completely possible that your car was just fine when it
left the shop the first time. And the failure happened later. Even sitting with the engine off, a
fully charged system has about 75 psi in it. No kinda. You do a vacuum test, see above and a
few, and I really mean a few specialty places have nitrogen leak testing equipment. Thanks for
feedback. Clarification please? He said he thought I might have a leak - since compressor went
out and no freon in system when he went to do repairs. He told me to drive the car for a few
days and then bring it back it so he could give it a once over for leaks. On right side of engine.
Cloud of vapor was not green - so not sure about the green dye claim he made. C Hissing sound
"soft" sounding - but still noticeable under the dash never occurred before. The morning after I
brought car home was first time I heard. I'll address these two together. With the system not
being very cold, it could have had a slow leak, or the compressor could have been weak. If you
have a very slow leak as you suggest you may have in B It is hard to find without using dye.
When you put the dye in the system, the results are not instantaneous, the car has to be driven
and the AC has to be used for the dye to circulate in the system. Sometimes for weeks. So
discussing the cost to repair any leak was not an option, because no leak had been proven. PS,

it is a very small amount of dye, you would not have noticed a green vapor. More likely what
happened, your system had a slow leak and was low on freon, or the compressor was weak. The
system hasn't had to deal with normal operating pressures for a long time. Once the system had
the correct amount of charge, a weak component finally failed. It happens all the time with
pressurized lines, a very weak part fails, you repair that and then the next weakest part fails.
You can try it if you want, but I don't have much faith in snake oil products. By what you have
said so far, I feel that Your mechanic didn't do anything wrong and has followed standard
operating procedures. But ultimately, If you don't trust him, then go with your feelings and find
a different one. You both will be better off. Adding R Compressor will not engage or cycle. Are
you useing gages to check pressures while you are installing the ? Could still be under charged
and the pressure switch on compresser is not being activated. Could be blown fuse, relay or
circuit breaker caused by low system over loading circuits. Is compressor actually locked up or
clutch bad? Was it working before and you are just topping it off? Was system opened to air for
any reason? Open system draws moisture and destroys the integrity of the system.
Acccumulator should be changed and system vacumned down before addition of Best I can do
with info I have. If the system is holding enough pressure for the compressor to run, then it's
going to hold enough vacuum to pass that test. Or If a car comes in with a locked up
compressor, 9 times out of 10 the seal on the compressor is damaged and would fail a vacuum
test. It should only happen one time, after that the freon has leaked out and it cant do it again.
And could you clarify, in one post you said it was coming from the right side of the car, and now
you said it is on the driver's side. Did it stop working at some point? Why are you adding freon.
The 3 buttons up by the IP is where you reset them, the buttons you use to get to the alt output,
RPMs, cooling temp, etc. It will go to do you want to erase codes when in diag mode Was this
answer. It was turning but I think innards were shot. May not have been able to test for leaks in
this condition? It happened twice. I meant the issue's on the right side of the engine if you're
standing in front of the car. Figured it would be better to start talking like a mechanic - i. Sure,
he could have tested for leaks, but it would have passed. And I'm going to bet that he knows
that. Was this vapor close to the radiator or back near the fire wall? But right now I cant think of
anything on the right side. We say left and right also, but it's as you are sitting in the car, not
standing in front of it. So the roadside, driver's side and left are all the same, as is curbside,
passenger's side and right. Now to really mess with your head. The left side of your engine is
pointing towards the front of your car, and the right side of the engine is facing the rear of your
car. Thanks for input so far. I've answered this question twice already. I'll try a different way of
explaining myself as well. These two facts in your question cannot exist at the same time "a car
with a noisy compressor and, as you proceeded to evacuate the freon you found no freon in the
system" There are sensors on the car that keep the compressor from coming on if it's out of
freon. So if the compressor is coming on, I know the system holds at least some pressure. And
a vacuum test would not show any problems. Now I'll offer you a alternate scenario. Car comes
in. AC system is empty, I circumvent the safety switch to see if the compressor will engage. The
compressor makes noise. I replace the compressor. Put dye in it. Charge the system. Since the
compressor was bad, it most likely had a bad main seal as well. If another leak is found, I would
give the customer another estimate. If no leak is immediately found, I would send it home. I
would try to duplicate the problem to determine the failed part. Overheat compressor off fan
don'ts work Was this answer. But the compressor wasn't running when I took car to shop. I just
took car to shop and, with just the engine ru
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nning - there was noise coming from the compressor and the mechanic said I needed a new
compressor. What can I do to resolve compressor fans over heat problem Was this answer. I'm
sure he evacuated the system, as it's the law. That is not doing a vacuum test. Should he have
performed a vacuum test? I would not have. And further more. From what you have told me, it is
my opinion that the evaporator was still in working order when it left the shop. You witnessed
the very moment that it failed the next morning. Check fuses and relays under hood if it's the
fan for hvac unit that will be under hood as well if fan doesn't come on then the control system
has to be scanned to see what is wrong with it. What's the name and city of the shop, I want to
check them out on the better business bureau website. Please login or register to post a reply.
Related Air Conditioner Compressor Content. With The Newer The Ac Temp Is 62degrees. No
Other Problems. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

